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Note: Attempt questions fiom all Sections as per dlrections.

Sectior-A

Ql. Attempt all parts of this section. Answer in brief.

QxlF20)l

(a) Derive the relation between conditional and joint
a'entropies.

O) what is DMC? Explain its significance.

(c) Give difference between digital audio and audio
conpression.

(d) Briefly explain Run Length Encoding (RLE). State
its exarples.

I

(e) Conpare and confrast Huftnan coding and arittrmetic
coding.

(Following Paper ID and RoII No. to be filled in your
AnswerBool$)
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(h)

(r)

0)
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If C is a valid code vectsr, then prove that CIf = 0

Explain in briefthe Golay code.

State the limiations of sequential decoding.

What is ARQ? State its types.

Differentiate amoflg Code rate, Constraint length and

Code dinpnsion.

Sectiotr-B

Q2. Attempt any Iive questions from this section. (10x5=50)

(a) Prove thatthe upper bound on the value of entropy H

of a source is logz M, where M is the number of s)m-

bols. !

(b) For a discrete memory less source there are three sym-

bols with probabilities p,: cx, and pz : Pr. Determine

the entropy of the source and sketch its variation for

different values of CI.

(c) Define and explain the term inforrnation rate. State the

relation between information rate and entropy.

(d) Design a syndrome calculator for a (7,4) cyclic Ham-

ming code generated by the polynomial G(p): p3+p*1.

Calculatethe syndrome for Y : (1 0 0 I 1 0 t).

(e) State and explain source coding theorem. What is

coding efficiencfl
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(0 A channel has the following channel matrix.?

(D Draw the channel diagram.

(0 Ifthe source has equally like outputs. Conpute the

probabilities associated with the channel outpu,t for
p:0,2.

Determine For the given code shown in figgre 1 obtain

the convolution code for the bit sequence 1 I 0 1 1 0

I 1 and decode it by constructing the corresponding

code tree.

Message bits

Ftg.l

(h) Explain VRC and LRC teehniques. Define minimum

distance drnm and explain its role in detecting and

correcting srrors.

z\.r 3-P p o')
tP(YD()l:to p r_p)
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Q4.

Sectior-C

Attempt any two questions from this section, (15x2=30)

Q3. With the following symhl and theif probability of occur-

rence, encode the message "went#"'using arithmetic coding

algorithms.

Symbol e n w t ,#,

Probability 0.3 0.3 0.1 0. I 0. I

For the joint probabilify matrix (IPM) shown below,

H(X,Y), H(X),H(Y), H(X/f) and H(Y/X)

0.2 0 a.2 0

0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01

0 a,az 0,02 0

0.04 0.04 0.01 0.06

0 0.06 0.02 0.2

Q5. How do you obtain the genuator polynomial for the cyclic

code? Check if the following codes are cyclic or not

Code X, = {0000. 0101, 1010, 1111}

Code 4= t0000, 0110, 1001, 1111)


